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Dynamic Risk assessment /Action Plan relating to Covid-19: full reopening for all pupils at SS Philip and James Primary School from 
start of Autumn Term 2020 

Start date: 
02.07.2020 
 
By: Sarah Awuye,  
Jo Reeder, Karen 
May 

 

DfE guidance Principles 02.07.2020 
- The circumstances have now changed. The prevalence of coronavirus (COVID-19) has decreased, our NHS Test and Trace system is up and running, and we are clear about the 

measures that need to be in place to create safer environments within schools. 
- Returning to school is vital for children’s education and for their wellbeing. Time out of school is detrimental for children’s cognitive and academic development, particularly for 

disadvantaged children. This impact can affect both current levels of learning and children’s future ability to learn, and therefore, we need to ensure all pupils can return to 
school sooner rather than later. 

- The risk to children themselves of becoming severely ill from coronavirus (COVID-19) is very low and there are negative health impacts of being out of school. We know that 
school is a vital point of contact for public health and safeguarding services that are critical to the wellbeing of children and families. In relation to working in schools, whilst it is 
not possible to ensure a totally risk-free environment, the Office of National Statistics analysis on coronavirus (COVID-19) related deaths linked to occupations suggest that staff 
in educational settings tend not to be at any greater risk from the disease than many other occupations. There is no evidence that children transmit the disease any more than 
adults. 

- Given the improved position, the balance of risk is now overwhelmingly in favour of children returning to school. For the vast majority of children, the benefits of being back in 
school far outweigh the very low risk from coronavirus (COVID-19), and this guidance explains the steps schools need to take to reduce risks still further. As a result, we can plan 
for all children to return and start to reverse the enormous costs of missed education. This will be an important move back towards normal life for many children and families. 

- We are, therefore, asking schools to prepare to welcome all children back this autumn. While coronavirus (COVID-19) remains in the community, this means making judgments 
at a school level about how to balance and minimise any risks from coronavirus (COVID-19) with providing a full educational experience for children and young people. Schools 
should use their existing resources to make arrangements to welcome all children back. 

- There are no plans at present to reimburse additional costs incurred as part of that process. 
- The measures set out in this guidance provide a framework for school leaders to put in place proportionate protective measures for children and staff, which also ensure that all 

pupils receive a high quality education that enables them to thrive and progress. In welcoming all children back this autumn, schools will be asked to minimise the number of 
contacts that a pupil has during the school day as part of implementing the system of controls outlined below to reduce the risk of transmission. If schools follow the guidance 
set out here, they can be confident they are managing risk effectively. 

- While our aim is to have all pupils back at school in the autumn, every school will also need to plan for the possibility of a local lockdown and how they will ensure continuity of 
education. The system of controls provides a set of principles and if schools follow this advice, they will effectively minimise risks. All elements of the system of controls are 
essential. All schools must cover them all, but the way different schools implement some of the requirements will differ based on their individual circumstances. Where 
something is essential for public health reasons, as advised by PHE, we have said ‘must’. Where there is a legal requirement we have made that clear. This guidance does not 
create any new legal obligations.  

- Schools have a legal obligation to protect their employees, and others, from harm and should continue to assess health and safety risks and consider how to meet equalities 
duties in the usual way. Following the steps in this guidance will mitigate the risks of coronavirus (COVID-19) to pupils and staff and help schools to meet their legal duties to 
protect employees and others from harm. 

Review dates: 
09.09.2020 
01.10.2020 
02.10.2020 
16.10.2020 
23.10.2020 
05.11.2020 
04.12.2020 

RA and related actions based on DfE guidance including, but not exclusive, to the following documents: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures 
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/ 
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-in-children/ 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#school-
workforce 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/causesofdeath/bulletins/coronaviruscovid19relateddeathsbyoccupationenglandandwales/deathsregistereduptoandincluding20april2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-in-children/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/education-and-childcare-settings-new-national-restrictions-from-5-november-
2020?utm_source=4%20November%202020%20C19&utm_medium=Daily%20Email%20C19&utm_campaign=DfE%20C19 
 

Significant Hazards and/or identified 

risks to pupils, staff, parents and 

carers, members of school 

community  

Control Measures to ensure an acceptable level of risk [including specific monitoring responsibility delegation 

and/or related documents or actions] 

 

Adults and children working together in 

school during Covid-19 pandemic 

Hygiene risks 

Contact risks between pupils and staff 

and members of school community  

Surface contact risks 

 

 

 

 

All children and staff to follow hand washing guidance and procedure Pupils and staff to clean their hands regularly, 
including when they arrive at school, when they return from breaks, when they change rooms and before and after 
eating. [SLT, H&S monitoring, Premises Committee] 
 

- Regular hand washing and sanitising (at minimum on entering the school, before and after break time and lunchtime, 
after a cough or sneeze, after using the toilet, leaving school). Ensure soap is available and, if possible, height appropriate. 

- Teachers and parents to support pupils about regular good hand washing- this is to be built into school routine. 
- Staff to ensure scheduled and, where appropriate, supervised handwashing. 
- e-Bug posters displayed: Horrid hands, Super sneezes, Hand hygiene, Respiratory Hygiene, Microbe mania. 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/ 
- Supervised hand sanitizer stations at entry and exit points. 
- Staff and parents to teach good respiratory hygiene by promoting the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach. Bins exclusively for 

tissues to be used.  
- Office staff to ensure tissues are in all classrooms and shared working areas. 

 
Minimising contact between individuals. For younger children the emphasis will be on keeping bubbles separate. This 
will be the case for the older children as well, however, they will also be supported to understand the importance of 
maintaining distance and not touching staff or each other. The underlying principles are based on reducing the risk of 
transmission by limiting the number of pupils and staff in contact with each other to make it easier and quicker to 
identify those who need to self-isolate in the event of a positive case. [H&S monitoring, Premises Committee] 
 
Year group bubbles - bubbles of children will not mix (with the exception of some mixing for wraparound care for older children) 
with some very limited movement of staff between bubbles. 

- Limited staff movement between bubbles (the only acceptable movement includes PPA staff, restricted supply teachers 
[consider engaging teachers already known to school], Site Manager, SLT, first aid staff, specialist providers e.g. 
therapists, education support). 

 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/
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Classroom organisation and management 
 

- All pupil will sit side by side and not face to face. All tables will be separated as far as possible. 
- Seating plans for pupils will be fixed. 
- Rooms should be ventilated at all times (fire doors must remain closed; internal doors and windows will be open). 
- Staff should avoid face to face contact with pupils and minimise the time spent within 1 metre of pupils or other staff. 
- Pupils will be supported not to touch staff and each other. 
- Resources can be shared between classes (within the same bubble) but should be cleaned between use. 
- All bubbles will eat their lunch in their classrooms. 
- All pupils to access the playground via their cloakroom doors. 

 
Bubble toilets  

- Year group bubbles to use their designated toilets exclusively- no mixing. 
- Toilet doors to be pinned back to allow for increase in air flow. 
- Younger children to be supervised when washing their hands. 
- Protocol for toilet use: anti bac before use; wash hands after. 
- Toilet blocks to be cleaned periodically throughout the day. 

 
Procedure for pupils at entry point/ start of the school day 

- Encourage parents to walk or cycle to school. 
- Parents to stop at entry point at 2 metre intervals. Marked on the pavement with tape. 
- Pupils to sanitise hands upon entering building. 
- Only one parent to drop off in the morning. 

 
Procedure for pupils at exit point/ end of the school day 

- Pupils to wash hands before they leave school. 
- Exit points same as entry points. Teachers will take their class to exit point.  

Staggered start and finish times Teaching time is not impacted by the following staggered start times 

Bubble In time Out time Entry/exit point 

EYP 8.45 3.00 EY gate 

EYC 8.50 3.05 EY Gate 

1 8.40 3.00 Hall door 

2 8.50 3.10 Hall door 

3 8.40 3.00 Gates at the end of school carpark  

4 8.50 3.10 Gates at the end of school carpark 

5 8.40 3.00 Side gate 

6 8.50 3.10 Side Gate 
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- No parent on school site unless by appointment or in an emergency. 
- Only one parent to pick up at the end of the day. 

 
Staggered break and lunch times 

- Children eating packed lunches and school lunches to stay in their class room with one bubble TA. 
- Children to eat as per their class seating plan. 
- EYFS children to eat in the Rainbow Room. 
- Playground to be zoned with equipment used by one bubble to be swapped or cleaned between use. 
- Lunchtime play is staggered (see timetable)  

 
Ensuring there are no gatherings in school  

- Assemblies to take place in classes. SA, JR and clergy to conduct whole school assemblies virtually. 
 
Resources and equipment used in school as needed to ensure the effective delivery of the curriculum. 

- All unnecessary resources to be removed. 
- For individual and frequently used equipment, such as pencils and pens, staff and pupils have their own items that are 

not shared. 
- Classroom resources such as books, maths manipulatives, etc. can be used but must not be shared with the other class in 

the bubble unless they are cleaned thoroughly first.  
- Whole school resources such as science equipment, IPads which must be shared between bubbles, must be cleaned 

between use or left unused for a period of 48 hours (72 hours for plastics). 
- Soft furnishings and toys to be limited but if used to be cleaned weekly. 
- Multiple boxes of tissues available in every room in the school so children and adults have access as needed.  
- Each year group bubble to have their own set of toilets.  Toilets to be labelled.  
- Desks to be cleaned before and after eating by school staff and after school by cleaning team.  
- Desks to be cleaned regularly.  

 
Outdoor playground equipment can be used but must be cleaned between use at every playtimes and for ASC use. 

- Timetable for use and cleaning in place. 
- Outdoor gym equipment – face to face equipment limited to 1 child 

 
Items pupils can bring in and out of school- this should be limited to the following:   

- School bag/ book bag. 
- Lunch boxes, water bottles. 
- Clothing: hat, coat, wellies. 
- Books, reading diaries, mobile phone (as per our policy). 
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All items to be named so lost items can be returned to the child. We will not be able to stored unnamed lost property. All 
unnamed lost property will be removed from school at the end of each week. 
 
Items staff can bring in and out of school (other than personal items)- this should be limited and should only take place if it has 
an impact on pupil education/ developments. 

- Books for marking. 
 
Wraparound child care: Morning Club and After School Care (ASC) 

- Morning Club and ASC must be pre booked; there will no emergency sessions available. 
- ASC for Autumn Term will be for children in Years 1 – 6 only.  
- We will not be running any external after school clubs for the Autumn Term. 
- Morning Club to be limited to 40 pupils. 
- The only year group bubbles to mix at ASC are Year 5 and 6 because the children have an increased understanding around 

social distancing and hygiene.  
- All other bubbles will remain separate. 
- ASC pupil numbers will be capped at 15 per year group. 
- Parents can only pick up at end of ASC (4.15pm, 5.30pm) and not at any point before this.  
- Parents will not be permitted on site with the exception of an emergency. 

 
Parent and carer expectations relating to social distancing, hygiene and surface contact  
Parents and carers: 

- To ensure they adhere to government expectations around their symptomatic child or member of their household. 
- Are only permitted on site in an emergency or by appointment. 
- Do not enter the school building or playground without consent. 
- Must use hand sanitiser if entering the building. 
- To ensure their child has a packed lunch (if applicable) and a water bottle from home each day. 
- To ensure their child wears clean clothes each day. 
- Remind and teach their child about hand-washing. 
- Support school with reiterating the importance of staying in bubbles. 
- Observe signage, instructions and floor markings outside school. 
- Observe the rule that only one parent to attend school at drop off and pick up times. 
- Adhere strictly to allocated drop-off and collection times. 
- Adhere to Government social distancing advice during the rest of the day to protect our community from transmission. 

 

Staff expectations relating to social distancing, hygiene and surface contact 
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- Staff to sanitise their hands in reception area before coming into the building and then wash hands after entering the 

building. 

- To frequently wash their hands. 

- Use disposable wipes and spray to clean toilet seat and flusher after use. 

- Wear clean clothes to school each day. 

- All staff to put their own mugs, cutlery etc. in the dishwasher immediately after use and wipe down food prep areas with 

spray. 

- Open doors and windows in classroom / shared areas where this does not impose safeguarding or H&S risks. 

- Ensure pupils stay in their allocated bubbles. 

- Restrict movement around the school. Staff not to enter other bubble areas unless instructed by SLT (e.g. for 

cover/emergencies). 

- Bubble staff requiring assistance from office team, site manager, First Aid member of staff, HT DHT must ring.  

- Adhere to the bubble timetable and allocated Zones. 

- Adhere to the 2m social distancing expectation with other staff and pupils, if this is not possible adhere to 1m+. 

- Use signage and 2m floor markings. 

- Adhere to room-capacity limits (HT office 6, Main office 4, staffroom 8). 

- One staff member from each bubble to be present at pick up/ drop off point. 

- Support parents with drop-off rules as indicated by signs and information. 

- Staff to have a change of clothes in school to allow for emergency need to move to another group/ managing first aid. 

- Keep to left hand side when walking down corridor. 

- Adhere to movement rules displayed in the staffroom. 

- If office staff must share urgent messages with staff in teams, they should not enter the classroom, they should wait at 

the door for a member of staff to come to the door and adhere to the 1m+ rule. 

Protocol for staff who have children attending Phil & Jim:  

1. All children of a staff member must be treated in the same way as all other pupils e.g. staff must wash their hands, 
leave the building and collect their child for the collection point. 

2. Where possible, staff will be placed in the same bubble as their child. We expect staff to be able to model social 
distancing measures for all the children.  If that is not possible due the age of the chid, the adult will be timetabled 
in a different bubble.  We advise that adult to change their clothes and wash their hands, leave the school building 
and collect their child.  

3. If a child of member of staff attends ASC, they may be collected as per ASC protocol when the member of staff 
finishes work. 

Staff expectations relating to social distancing, hygiene and surface contact when using staffroom and offices  
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- Staff to follow rotas to ensure staff rooms and offices have limited occupancy and social distancing expectations can be 

maintained. 

- Staff shared areas to be organised so that they allow for staff to maintain a 1m + distance from each other. 

- All unnecessary objects to be removed. 

- All surfaces to be cleared regularly throughout the day. 

- All staff to wash hands before making a drink. 

- All staff to put their utensils in dishwasher and anti bac table they have used. 

- Gloves and disinfectant cleaning equipment to be available for all staff. 

- Guidance for staff using the space to be shared and displayed. 

- When using photocopier, staff to ensure they wash their hands and use anti bac wipes. 

Essential contractors and essential visitors only (e.g. social worker/ fire maintenance – if possible, to be booked on site out of 

hours.  

- Adhere to staff expectations around social distancing, hygiene and surface contact. 

- Updated entry system for visitors to take into account Covid-19 symptoms. 

- Visitors must wear a face covering and sanitise hands on entry to the building.  

Pupils and staff developing symptoms 

of Covid-19 while in the community 

or at school  

Anyone who displays symptoms of 

coronavirus (COVID-19) can and should 

get a test. Tests can be booked online 

through the NHS testing and tracing for 

coronavirus website, or ordered by 

telephone via NHS 119 for those without 

access to the internet. Essential workers, 

which includes anyone involved in 

education or childcare, have priority 

access to testing. 

 

 

Underpinning the control measures is the premise that we will do all we can to minimise the contact with individuals 
(or those in their household) who are displaying symptoms of Covid-19 by ensuring they do not come into school.  
Ensuring that pupils, staff and other adults do not come into the school if they have coronavirus (COVID-19) 
symptoms, or have tested positive in the last 14 days, and ensuring anyone developing those symptoms during the 
school day is sent home. 

 
If anyone in the school or community becomes unwell with a new, continuous cough or a high temperature, or has a 
loss of, or change in, their normal sense of taste or smell (anosmia), they must be sent home or advised not to come 
into school and will be advised to follow ‘stay at home: guidance for households with possible or confirmed 
coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’, which sets out that they must self-isolate for at least 7 days and should arrange 
to have a test to see if they have coronavirus (COVID-19). Other members of their household (including any siblings) 
should self-isolate for 14 days from when the symptomatic person first had symptoms. 
Guide for parents regarding school attendance during Covid-19 pandemic 
[SLT, H&S monitoring, Admissions Committee, Personnel Committee] 
 

Managing children in school 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-for-coronavirus/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-for-coronavirus/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-how-it-works#people-who-develop-symptoms-of-coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-how-it-works#people-who-develop-symptoms-of-coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested
https://philandjim.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/School-attendance-during-covid-pandemic.pdf
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 Child to be managed sensitively. All pupils to be managed in Function Room with a member of first aid trained staff. 

Parent to be contacted immediately. 

 If the child needs to use the toilet, they must use the attached facilities (full clean down to take place after). 

 Full PPE (apron, gloves, eye goggles, face mask) to be worn by the supervising adult if a distance of 2 metres cannot be 

maintained as contact with the child or young person is necessary. 

 If a risk assessment determines that there is a risk of splashing to the eyes, for example from coughing, spitting, or 

vomiting, then eye protection should also be worn at all times. 

 Parent to collect child from Function Room door. 

 When child leaves, site manager to be informed so a full clean can take place. External cleaning company to be informed. 

 If more than one child is ill – apply 2m distance rule in Function Room. The Function Room is marked out to allow for 

more than one pupil to be treated.  

 All windows and door to be opened when the Function Room is in use. 

 Staff to wash hands for at least 20 seconds before, after, and during if appropriate when dealing with first aid. 

Response to any infection 

We will engage with NHS Test and Trace process and will contact our local Public Health England health protection team. 

Communicate with parents and carers, and staff the process needed to be followed: 

 book a test if they or their child are displaying symptoms. Staff and pupils must not come into the school if they have 

symptoms and must be sent home to self-isolate if they develop them in school. All children can be tested, including 

children under 5, but children aged 11 and under will need to be helped by their parents/carers if using a home testing kit 

 provide details of anyone they or their child have been in close contact with if they were to test positive for coronavirus 

(COVID-19) or if asked by NHS Test and Trace 

 self-isolate if they have been in close contact with someone who tests positive for coronavirus (COVID-19), or if anyone in 

their household develops symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) 

Anyone who displays symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) can and should get a test. Tests can be booked online through the 

NHS testing and tracing for coronavirus website, or ordered by telephone via NHS 119 for those without access to the internet. 

Essential workers, which includes anyone involved in education or childcare, have priority access to testing. 

School has a small number of home testing kits we can give directly to parents/carers collecting a child who has developed 

symptoms at school, or staff who have developed symptoms at school, where they think providing one will significantly increase 

the likelihood of them getting tested. We will follow advice provided alongside these kits. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/contacts-phe-health-protection-teams
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance/stay-at-home-guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronavirus-covid-19-infection
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-for-coronavirus/
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Parents and staff will be asked to inform school immediately of the results of a test and follow this guidance. 

1. If someone tests negative, if they feel well and no longer have symptoms similar to coronavirus (COVID-19), they can stop 

self-isolating. They could still have another virus, such as a cold or flu – in which case it is still best to avoid contact with 

other people until they are better. Other members of their household can stop self-isolating. 

2. If someone tests positive, they should follow the guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus (COVID-

19) infection and must continue to self-isolate for at least 10 days from the onset of their symptoms and then return to 

school only if they do not have symptoms other than cough or loss of sense of smell/taste. This is because a cough or 

anosmia can last for several weeks once the infection has gone. The 10-day period starts from the day when they first 

became ill. If child or adult is tested routinely (therefore asymptomatic), self-isolation will begin from the day of test 

result. If a high temperature is present, they should keep self-isolating until their temperature returns to normal. Other 

members of their household should continue self-isolating for the full 14 days. 

Managing confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) amongst the school community 

 School will follow updated guidance and contact DfE or the local health protection team if anyone attended has tested 

positive. This team will also contact schools directly if they become aware that someone who has tested positive for 

coronavirus (COVID-19) attended the school – as identified by NHS Test and Trace. 

 DfE or HPT will carry out a rapid risk assessment to confirm who has been in close contact with the person during the 

period that they were infectious, and ensure they are asked to self-isolate. 

 DfE or HPT will work with schools in this situation to guide them through the actions they need to take. Unless advised 

otherwise, we will send home those people who have been in close contact with the person who has tested positive, 

advising them to self-isolate for 14 days from the point they were last in close contact with that person when they were 

infectious.  

Close contact means: 

o Direct close contacts - face to face contact with an infected individual for any length of time, within 1 metre, 

including being coughed on, a face to face conversation, or unprotected physical contact (skin-to-skin); 

o Proximity contacts - extended close contact (within 1 to 2 metres for more than 15 minutes) with an infected 

individual; 

o Travelling in a small vehicle, like a car, with an infected person. 

 The health protection team will provide definitive advice on who must be sent home. To support them in doing so, we 

recommend schools keep a record of pupils and staff in each group, and any close contact that takes places between 

children and staff in different groups (see section 5 of system of control for more on grouping pupils). This should be a 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#five
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proportionate recording process. Schools do not need to ask pupils to record everyone they have spent time with each 

day or ask staff to keep definitive records in a way that is overly burdensome. 

 School to write to confidentially write parents and staff if needed.  

 Household members of those contacts who are sent home do not need to self-isolate themselves unless the child, young 

person or staff member who is self-isolating subsequently develops symptoms. If someone in a class or group that has 

been asked to self-isolate develops symptoms themselves within their 14-day isolation period they should follow ‘stay at 

home: guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’. They should get a test, and: 

o if the test delivers a negative result, they must remain in isolation for the remainder of the 14-day isolation 

period. This is because they could still develop the coronavirus (COVID-19) within the remaining days. 

o if the test result is positive, they should inform their setting immediately, and must isolate for at least 10 days 

from the onset of their symptoms (which could mean the self-isolation ends before or after the original 14-day 

isolation period). Their household should self-isolate for at least 14 days from when the symptomatic person first 

had symptoms, following ‘stay at home: guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus (COVID-

19) infection’ 

o Schools should not request evidence of negative test results or other medical evidence before admitting children 

or welcoming them back after a period of self-isolation.  

o If we have two or more confirmed cased within 14 days, or an overall rise in sickness absence where Covid-19 is 

suspected, then we will work with our local health protection team. 

Business Manager to record information regarding symptoms/suspected cases/testing per bubble and staff. 

Further guidance is available on testing and tracing for coronavirus (COVID-19). 

Pupils who are shielding or self-isolating  
A small number of pupils will still be unable to attend in line with public health advice to self-isolate because: 

- they have had symptoms or a positive test result themselves 
- they live with someone that has symptoms or has tested positive and are a household contact 
- they are a close contact of someone who has coronavirus (COVID-19) 
- Children who live with someone who is clinically extremely vulnerable, but who are not clinically extremely vulnerable 

themselves, should still attend school. 
The advice for pupils who remain in the clinically extremely vulnerable group is that they should return to school from 2 
December, at all local restriction tiers, unless they are one of the very small number of pupils or students under paediatric or NHS 
care (such as recent transplant or very immunosuppressed children) and have been advised specifically by their GP or clinician not 
to attend an education setting. 
The government may reintroduce more restrictive formal shielding measures for the clinically extremely vulnerable, in the worst 
affected areas, based on advice from the Chief Medical Officer. This will only apply to some areas in tier 3: very high alert, and the 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-and-tracing/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
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government will write to families separately to inform them if clinically extremely vulnerable children are advised to shield and 
not attend school. 
Where a pupil is unable to attend school because they are complying with clinical or public health advice, we expect schools to be 
able immediately to offer them access to remote education. Schools should keep a record of, and monitor engagement with, this 
activity but this does not need to be formally recorded in the attendance register. 

 
School to follow guidance regarding staff who are clinically extremely vulnerable and staff who are clinically vulnerable  
Advice for those identified through a letter from the NHS or a specialist doctor as in the group deemed clinically extremely 
vulnerable (CEV or shielding list) was initially published on 13 October. The guidance provides advice on what additional measures 
individuals in this group can take tailored to each Local COVID Alert Level. 
All staff can continue to attend school at all Local COVID Alert levels. 
In the future, the government will only reintroduce formal restrictive shielding advice in specific local areas at very high alert level 
with exceptional circumstances where this has been advised by the Chief Medical officer, and only for a limited period of time. 
The government will write to individuals to inform them if they are advised to follow formal shielding and not attend the 
workplace. 
Further guidance to the clinically extremely vulnerable is available. 
 
Staff who are clinically vulnerable 
Clinically vulnerable staff can attend school. While in school they should follow the sector-specific measures in this document to 
minimise the risks of transmission. 
This includes taking particular care to observe good hand and respiratory hygiene, minimising contact and maintaining social 
distancing in line with the provisions set out in section 6 of the ‘prevention’ section of this guidance. This provides that ideally, 
adults should maintain 2 metre distance from others, and where this is not possible avoid close face to face contact and minimise 
time spent within 1 metre of others. While the risk of transmission between young children and adults is likely to be low, adults 
should continue to take care to socially distance from other adults including older children and adolescents. 
People who live with those who are clinically extremely vulnerable or clinically vulnerable can attend the workplace unless 
advised otherwise by an individual letter from the NHS or a specialist doctor. 
 

Staff who may otherwise be at increased risk from coronavirus (COVID-19) 

- Some people with particular characteristics may be at comparatively increased risk from coronavirus (COVID-19), as set 

out in the COVID-19: review of disparities in risks and outcomes report. The reasons are complex and there is ongoing 

research to understand and translate these findings for individuals in the future. If people with significant risk factors are 

concerned, we recommend schools discuss their concerns and explain the measures the school is putting in place to 

reduce risks. School leaders should try as far as practically possible to accommodate additional measures where 

appropriate. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-review-of-disparities-in-risks-and-outcomes
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- People who live with those who have comparatively increased risk from coronavirus (COVID-19) can attend the 

workplace. 

Administering first aid/ regular 

medication to pupils 

Managing day to day first aid at school [SLT, H&S monitoring, Premises Committee] 
 Staff to follow our Administering Medication and First Aid Policy.  

 Staff member of the bubble to ring office to ask for the support of a First Aid trained member of staff. 

 First Aid trained member of staff to go to classroom room in full PPE if contact/ 2 m will be compromised. 

 First aid to be recorded and reported in usual way. 

 First aid member of staff to go to bubble room in appropriate PPE to administer regular medication as needed.  

 Staff to wash hands for at least 20 seconds before and after and during if appropriate, when managing any first aid. 

 In any emergency staff to dial 999. 

Additional site safety requirements 

including cleaning  

 

Ensure provision during the school day allows for cleaning of frequently touched surfaces [SLT, H&S monitoring, 
Premises Committee] 

- Additional cleaner will circulate from 10am-2pm to clean high-contact areas, classroom hard surfaces, door handles, light 
switches, toilets and bins. SM to wear PPE when cleaning. 

- Bubble staff to assist with additional clean of frequently touched areas and any shared equipment during the day. 
- Class cleaning kit to be provided so that staff can clean high-contact areas regularly.  
- Site Manager to ensure each morning that class cleaning kits / cleaning kits for shared areas are stocked.  
- School cleaners will carry out ‘deep clean’ at the end of each day. 
- All soft furnishings and hard-to-clean toys to be cleaned regularly. 
- Ensure ample supply of soap for all classrooms and toilets. 

 

Agreed emergency evacuation and lockdown procedure in place 

School kitchen 

- School lunch provider to be able to provide a limited meat and vegetarian hot lunch option. Food to be transported to 

classrooms in disposable meal boxes. Food boxes to be delivered to pupils by school staff. 

- No salad bar. 

- Jugs of water/any beakers will be placed on each table to be replaced per each bubble. 

- Food will be delivered to the Rainbow Room for EYFS children.  

Behaviour management   Behaviour expectations in school in relation to Covid-19 school behaviour management policy to be applied as usual. 
[SLT and Curriculum Committee] 

- Class teachers and all staff to teach and support children to understand the additional social distancing and hygiene rules.  
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- Updates made to Behaviour Management Policy to reflect sanctions in relation to pupils deliberately breaking rules 
relating to social distancing and hygiene. 

- Policy updated and shared with all staff, pupils and parents. 
- Individual risk assessments/behaviour support plans, written to support the needs of individual pupils identified as 

needing additional support.  
- Apply guidance around reflective conversations, co-regulation, reducing anxiety. 
- Teach children about bubble safety and why we must stay inside our bubbles. Regular reminders given; posters in all 

classrooms and work spaces. 
- Telephone office for Sarah Awuye or Jo Reeder to support the management of a child if behaviour is dangerous including 

repeated attempts to breach bubbles. 
- Only Sarah Awuye to use physical management (Team Teach) to remove a child posing immediate danger. 

Staffing  

All employers have a duty of care to their 
employees, and this extends to their 
mental health. Schools already have 
mechanisms to support staff wellbeing 
and these will be particularly important, 
as some staff may be particularly anxious 
about returning to school. The 
Department for Education is providing 
additional support for both pupil and staff 
wellbeing in the current situation. 
Information about the extra mental 
health support for pupils and teachers is 
available. 

 

 

Governing boards and school leaders should have regard to staff (including the headteacher) work-life balance and 
wellbeing. We will ensure we have explained to all staff the measures we are proposing putting in place and involve 
all staff in that process. [SLT, Personnel Committee] 
 
Supporting staff  

- Ensure staff are aware of the Mental First Aiders in school. The Education Support Partnership provides a free helpline for 
school staff and targeted support for mental health and wellbeing. 

- Ensure all staff meetings are targeted and essential to supporting them to manage the current working practises and to 
ensure effective pupil outcomes. 

- All staff meetings (with the exception of INSET) will have an option for virtual participation. 
- Staffroom and shared spaces to be timetabled to support staff to be able to keep 1m+ distance from each other. 
- Individual risk assessments with be completed for relevant staff. 
- Staff meetings for more than 12 members of staff will take place in the hall with appropriate social distancing. Staff 

meetings with fewer than 12 members of staff will take place in a well ventilated classroom (cleaned prior to use). 

Staff deployment  
- Staff deployment to meet the needs of pupils attending school.  Any changes will be discussed with individual members 

of staff.  
- Where possible we will use our own staff to cover absence. If that is not possible, we will endeavour to use supply staff 

known to the school. 
- All supply staff and educational visitors to the school must comply with the school’s arrangement for managing and 

minimising risk. The risk assessment must be shared and agreed with visiting staff. 
- Provision for pupils with 1:1 support must be in place. 
- First aid and Paediatric First Aid member of staff to be on site at all times. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/extra-mental-health-support-for-pupils-and-teachers
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/extra-mental-health-support-for-pupils-and-teachers
http://www.educationsupport.org.uk/
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Volunteers We will have no volunteers in school during Autumn Term while we adjust to the increased number of staff 
and pupils working together. 

- If agreed, after review in December 2020, volunteers may be used to support the work of school as per usual practise. 
- Over and above usual procedures around safeguarding, volunteers must have read and understood this risk assessment 

taking into account their role in school. 
- Volunteers must only work in one bubble and not mix with other bubbles during the day. 
- Volunteers must abide by staff protocol. 

 
Children who find social distancing 

and hygiene measures challenging  

- Risk assessment and required provision in place for named pupils (see SEND Lead for details)  

Impact on curriculum provision. The 

key principles that underpin our 

curriculum planning are: 

Education is not optional: all pupils 

receive a high-quality education that 

promotes their development and 

prepares them for the opportunities, 

responsibilities and experiences of later 

life. 

The curriculum remains broad and 

ambitious: all pupils continue to be taught 

a wide range of subjects, maintaining 

their choices for further study and 

employment. 

Remote education, where needed, is high 

quality and aligns as closely as possible 

with in-school provision: schools and 

other settings continue to build their 

capability to educate pupils remotely, 

where this is needed. 

Safeguarding  
Safeguarding remains a priority in school and polices will reflect updated advice from OCC LADO team. Schools must 
have regard to the statutory safeguarding guidance, keeping children safe in education and should refer to 

the coronavirus (COVID-19): safeguarding in schools, colleges and other providers guidance.  
[SLT, Chair of Governors, Curriculum Committee] 

- Designated safeguarding lead and deputies (Sarah Awuye and Jo Reeder) will provide increased time in the first few 
weeks to address any new safeguarding and welfare concerns.  

- School to continue to engage with external agencies including social workers and school nursing team to support the 
needs of pupils. 

 
Curriculum provision from the start of the Autumn Term, Phil & Jim to continue to teach a broad curriculum which 
meets the needs of our pupils. 

- Ensure plans are in place to address gaps in learning that have appeared during the period of school closure. 
- School timetable to be reviewed with teachers but to broadly remain the same.   
- Assessment information gained by the end of September 2020, used to inform provision so that need is met, including 

additional provision/interventions to ensure gaps in key skills and knowledge are addressed. 
- SLT to identify and monitor additional groups of pupils adversely impacted by school closure and need to catch up. 
- Regular and robust plans for children via PPM throughout the year so that we prioritise gaps in learning in phonics, 

reading, writing and maths.  
- SEND Lead to closely monitor all interventions taking place for SEND pupils and for pupils who are working below as a 

result of school closure. 
- Opportunities to develop skills and knowledge will also be addressed in the wider curriculum. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-safeguarding-in-schools-colleges-and-other-providers/coronavirus-covid-19-safeguarding-in-schools-colleges-and-other-providers
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- Relationships and health education (RHE) for primary aged pupil schools and relationships, sex and health education 
becomes compulsory from September 2020, which we will start teaching following consultation and agreement of 
updated policy.  

Develop our curriculum provision so that learning takes place at times of full opening, partial opening and full 
closure  
Remote education will need to be an integral part of our curriculum.  We will plan to ensure any pupils who need to be at home 
due to Covid-19 are given the support they need to engage with our curriculum and have every opportunity to make progress. 
Where individual pupils, a class, a bubble or indeed the whole school needs to remain at home, we will provide remote and 
blended learning.  
 

- We will deliver remote or blended learning via the online platforms Class Dojo or Tapestry. 
- Staff will send a range of activities which could including online videos via resources such as Oak Academy, BBC Teach, 

White Rose, practical activities, tasks. 
- New learning will be provided in step by step chunks and modelled appropriately. 
- Reading, writing and maths tasks will be differentiated where appropriate. 
- Feedback (in line with our policy) will be given to work submitted. 
- School will ensure pupils and parents know how to access Class Dojo and Tapestry. 
- SEND lead will provide additional support where needed to enable relevant pupils to engage. 
- Parents and pupils will receive information about stay safe while online. 
- Parents and carers will be encouraged to contact school if they are unable to access learning through our online platform. 

School attendance - School attendance is mandatory from the beginning of the Autumn Term. This means from that 
point, the usual rules on school attendance will apply, including: parents’ duty to secure that their child regularly 
attends school where the child is a registered pupil at school and they are of compulsory school age; schools’ 
responsibilities to record attendance and follow up absence; the availability to issue sanctions, including fixed 
penalty notices in line with local authorities’ codes of conduct.   

Pupil wellbeing and support  

- Ensure curriculum provision allows for pupil wellbeing and support. School to follow Jigsaw PSHE curriculum from 

September 2020. 

- Relevant staff to support individual pupils accordingly. 

Supporting pupils and families who are anxious about attending school during national lockdown 
- Communicate clear expectations around attendance to families. 
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- Ensure risk assessment and provision is clearly communicated to all parents and carers. 
- Work with identified pupils and families to address specific concerns including pupils and parents from Black, Asian and 

Minority Ethnic (BAME) backgrounds or who have certain conditions such as obesity and diabetes. 

- Pastoral support lead to work with pupils and families who need support to attend school. 

- Ensure teachers are equipped to support pupils with resilience, mental health and wellbeing. 

- Ensure pupils with complex or additional needs are supported to return to school. 

Music Peripatetic teachers 
Schools can continue to engage peripatetic teachers during this period, including staff from music education hubs. 
Peripatetic teachers can move between schools, for instance, but schools should consider how to minimise the number of visitors 
where possible. They will be expected to comply with arrangements for managing and minimising risk, including taking particular 
care to maintain distance from other staff and pupils. To minimise the numbers of temporary staff entering the premises, and 
secure best value, schools could consider using longer assignments with peripatetic teachers and agree a minimum number of 
hours across the academic year. 
 
If a teacher is operating on a peripatetic basis, and operating across multiple groups or individuals, it is important that they do not 
attend a lesson if they are unwell or are having any symptoms associated with coronavirus (COVID-19) such as fever, a new and 
sustained cough, loss of sense of taste or smell. In addition, they should: 
 

- Maintain distancing requirements with each group they teach, where appropriate. 
- Avoid situations where distancing requirements are broken 
- Make efforts to reduce the number of groups taught and locations worked in, to reduce the number of contacts made. 

 
Music teaching, including singing, and playing wind and brass instruments in groups 
When planning music provision, schools should consider additional specific safety measures. Although singing and playing wind 
and brass instruments do not currently appear to represent a significantly higher risk than routine speaking and breathing at the 
same volume, there is now some evidence that additional risk can build from aerosol transmission with volume and with the 
combined numbers of individuals within a confined space. This is particularly evident for singing and shouting, but with 
appropriate safety mitigation and consideration, singing, wind and brass teaching can still take place. Measures: 

- Use a room with as much space as possible, for example, larger rooms; rooms with high ceilings are expected to enable 
dilution of aerosol transmission.  

- Limiting the numbers to account for ventilation of the space and the ability to social distance. 
- Ensure good ventilation.  
- Singing, wind and brass playing should not take place in larger groups such as choirs and ensembles, or assemblies unless 

significant space, natural airflow (at least 10l/s/person for all present, including audiences) and strict social distancing and 
mitigation as described below can be maintained. 
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- In the smaller groups where these activities can take place, strict social distancing between each singer and player must 
be observed. 

- Pupils should be positioned back-to-back or side-to-side when playing or singing (rather than face-to-face) whenever 
possible.  

- Position wind and brass players so that the air from their instrument does not blow into another player. 
- Use microphones where possible or encourage singing quietly.  
- Measures to take when handling equipment, including instruments, include increased handwashing before and after 

handling equipment. 
- All instruments used will not be shared. 

 
Physical activity in school PE lessons to take place outside unless this is not possible 

- Where it is not possible for PE to take place outside, large indoor spaces can be used, maximising distancing between 
pupils paying particular attention to cleaning and hygiene as per PE Covid-19 risk assessment. 

- Swimming will not take place until the guidance has been updated. 
- PE will take place in bubbles during the school day. 

- The daily mile will take place in bubbles during the school day. 

- Any equipment used will be cleaned before another bubble uses it. 

- PE lead will refer to the following guidance when updating PE risk assessment guidance on the phased return of sport and 

recreation and guidance from Sport England for grassroot sport advice from organisations such as the Association for 

Physical Education and the Youth Sport Trust. 

Educational visits  
- Educational visits or visitors can take place from Autumn Term. Educational visits or visitors to take place with a risk 

assessment around travel, social distancing and hygiene. 
- Education visits or visitors to take place in bubbles only. 
- No residential visits to take place. 

Inspection 
The intention is that routine, graded Ofsted inspections will not be reintroduced until the summer term.  
 
Primary assessment 
To recognise the challenges that primary schools are facing, primary assessments in summer 2021 will focus on assessments in 
phonics, English reading and writing, and mathematics. 
 

- The key stage 1 tests in English reading and mathematics, and the English grammar, punctuation and spelling tests at key 
stage 1 and 2, will be removed for one year. There will also be no requirement to undertake and report on teacher 
assessments in science at either key stage.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-phased-return-of-sport-and-recreation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-phased-return-of-sport-and-recreation
https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/coronavirus
https://www.afpe.org.uk/physical-education/wp-content/uploads/COVID-19-Interpreting-the-Government-Guidance-in-a-PESSPA-Context-FINAL.pdf.
https://www.afpe.org.uk/physical-education/wp-content/uploads/COVID-19-Interpreting-the-Government-Guidance-in-a-PESSPA-Context-FINAL.pdf.
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/coronavirus-support-schools
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- In addition, the introduction of the multiplication tables check will be postponed a further year, whilst still enabling 
schools to use it on an optional basis. 

- We are also enabling schools to take a more flexible approach to the administration of the key stage 2 tests, and the 
phonics screening check, by extending the original timetable variation windows by a further week until 26 May and 25 
June respectively. 

- For 2020 to 2021 academic year only, schools will be required to administer a past version of the phonics screening check 
to year 2 pupils during the second half of the 2020 autumn term. Year 2 pupils who meet the expected standard in the 
autumn check will not be required to complete any further statutory assessments in phonics. Year 2 pupils who do not 
meet the expected standard in the autumn check will be expected to take the statutory check in June 2021. 

- The statutory rollout of the reception baseline assessment has been postponed until September 2021.  
- In light of the impact of coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, the 2020 to 2021 academic year will be a transitionary year 

(subject to the necessary legislation being made) to allow schools time to prepare for, and start embedding, the 
engagement model. The engagement model is the new attainment framework (replacing P scales 1 to 4) for pupils 
working below the standard of national curriculum assessments and not engaged in subject-specific study. The 
engagement model will become statutory from September 2021.  

 

How will you undertake ongoing risk assessment review?  

 This risk assessment is owned by all members of the school community.  

 This risk assessment is shared with all members of the school community via our website and is subject to ongoing review by stakeholders. 

 Risk assessment is available to Ofsted, PHE, Oxfordshire County Council, unions and HSE. 
Monitoring Arrangements 

 Risk assessment review is a standing item for all governor, SLT teacher and whole school staff meetings.  
 
Where more than 14 employees need to be informed how will this be done? 

 Shared via email staff to reply to say they have read and understood risk assessment as per our current practice.  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-engagement-model

